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East African Newspapers Collection
Three key newspapers from East Africa covering the period 
from the 1940s to the early 2000s offer the most authoritative 
chronicle on events: the widespread decline of colonialism as 
independence movements swelled and local, autonomous 
self-governance took hold throughout the region, including 
famine, drought, political uprisings, border disputes, and 
wars. 

This collection is sponsored by the Center for Research 
Libraries. Read more: eastview.com/crl-ean

Daily Nation 
(Kenya, 1962–2017)
Daily Nation first launched as a sister paper to the Swahili 
language Taifa in 1960 and quickly rose to be the highest 
circulating newspaper in Kenya. The newspaper covers the 
end of colonial rule, the rise of an independent Kenya, and 
the country’s rapid growth in the modern era.

The Ethiopian Herald 
(Ethiopia, 1943–2014)
Founded in 1943, The Ethiopian Herald is a government-
owned newspaper run by the Ethiopian Press Agency. The 
English-language paper covers the country’s transition from 
a monarchy through the communist era and into the present 
democratic republic.

The Monitor 
(Uganda, 1993–2003)
Founded in 1992, The Monitor (relaunched as The Daily 
Monitor in 2005) is considered Uganda’s leading independent 
newspaper. Among other domestic and international topics, 
the newspaper provides in-depth coverage of Yoweri 
Museveni’s lengthy reign as president. 

NEW! Die Transvaler 
(South Africa, 1937–1990)
Die Transvaler (named after the ancestral “homeland” of 
Afrikaners), was established in 1937 to promote the cause 
of Afrikaner nationalism within the National Party. Edited 
by Hendrik Verwoerd—future prime minister and architect 
of the apartheid regime—Die Transvaler covered important 
historical events from an Afrikaner nationalist perspective.

Die Transvaler was notorious for its racism, antisemitism, 
opposition to South Africa’s entry into World War II, and 
advocacy for the 1960 referendum to turn South Africa into 
a republic. The pinnacle of its influence was in the 1960s and 
early 1970s, under the governments of Afrikaner nationalists 
Hendrik Verwoerd (former editor of the paper) and B.J. 
Vorster.

The Die Transvaler Digital Archive is a valuable resource for 
scholars of history, politics, sociology, and media. It also 
represents a valuable historical preservation project and 
may be of interest to institutions that study war, genocide, 
apartheid, and the Holocaust—as well as truth and 
reconciliation commissions. Read more: eastview.com/
die-transvaler

COMING SOON! Daily Observer
(Liberia, From 1981)
An Open Access collection sponsored by the Center 
for Research Libraries
The Daily Observer (aka Liberian Observer) is an independent 
national newspaper, founded in 1981, chronicles all facets of 
life, culture, and political development in Liberia. Known for 
its investigative reporting and independent editorial stance, 
it has won several awards for its reporting, including the 
West Africa Media Excellence Award in 2017. The Daily 
Observer has a wide readership both within Liberia and 
among the Liberian diaspora around the world.

This complete archive makes the complete digital archive of 
the Daily Observer available in Open Access for the first time, 
serving to document a dynamic phase in the modern history 
of Liberia, from the late twentieth century to the present. 
Read more: eastview.com/daily-observer
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East View Global Press Archive® - Newspaper Archives Online



Global Census Archive®

An innovative program from East View to collect official data and publications issued by the national census authorities of more 
than 175 countries from the early 19th century to the present day. Users can browse historical publications as full-image, full-
text e-books, download tabular data in Excel format (for born-digital publications), and download GIS data (where available) – 
all from a unified discovery interface. 

GCA offers extensive coverage of Africa, with content from 1820 to present for numerous countries. GIS census data is also 
available for Burundi (2008), Côte d’Ivoire (2014), Egypt (2017), Malawi (2018), South Africa (2011), and Tanzania (2012). 

Read more: eastview.com/gca

LandScan Global Population Database
LandScan is a global population database showing geographical distribution of population at one-kilometer resolution over an 
average 24-hour period. Developed by the US Department of Energy’s Oak Ridge National Laboratory, LandScan is the industry 
standard for global population distribution – with data available as far back as 2000. East View created a web application to 
enable quick and simple assessment, estimation, and visualization of populations.

LandScan is a useful application for academic, government, non-profit and commercial purposes including: risk assessment, 
public health, humanitarian aid, disaster response, defense intelligence, and network optimization. 

Read more: eastview.com/landscan

MapVault®

MapVault delivers online streaming access to thousands of authoritative map series from across the world, including the African 
continent. Use MapVault’s platform to easily view tiled and georeferenced map series, or download the data as layer files for 
use in GIS software. 

Read more: eastview.com/mapvault

Maps & Atlases
East View offers a wide variety of atlases, maps, and geospatial data from Africa, in print or online, covering various geographic 
areas, languages, and thematic topics. 

Read more: eastview.com/atlases-maps
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Census and Map Collections
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About East View

For over 30 years, East View has been providing high-quality information 
products and services in English and other languages to a wide array of 
academic, commercial, and government customers throughout the world. 

We are growing our offerings from Africa and strive to become your 
vendor of choice. 

Whatever information you seek from Africa, East View already has it or 
can procure it. East View is committed to sourcing uncommon information 
from extraordinary places. continuing traditions started over three 
decades ago.

We look forward to serving you.

Contacts

COMPANY HEADQUARTERS

East View Information Services, Inc. 
10601 Wayzata Boulevard 
Minneapolis, MN 55305 USA

Tel.: +1.952.252.1201 
N. America Toll-free: (800) 477-1005 
Fax: +1.952.252.1202 
Email: General inquiries: info@eastview.com 
       facebook.com/EastViewCompanies  
       twitter.com/EastViewPeeps

Digitization Services: Access Your Archives Online
 
Today’s students and faculty increasingly expect access to all the library’s resources online at all hours of the day. It’s in the 
DNA of libraries to provide their researchers with the best and most extensive access to information, but the nature of print or 
microform collections limits access to researchers unable to visit the library during open hours. 

Librarians can now devote more time and energy to what they do best – preserving and promoting the intellectual output of 
their institution – with East View’s service solutions, including digitization, preservation, conversion, hosting, and other value-
added services. 

Digitizing these unique collections helps libraries connect those resources with their researchers and researchers to your 
resources. Any content owned by the customer institution can be converted into a more accessible online resource through our 
comprehensive conversion service, which includes digitization and hosting. 

East View, a trusted partner to academic libraries since 1989, offers an unmatched array of digital conversion and hosting 
services for libraries seeking to optimize their balance between physical and digital collections. Our extensive background in 
digitization’s toughest terrain – converting primary source materials OCR’d in non-English, English, and other Roman scripts into 
full-image scans with searchable full text – makes East View the ideal partner to help libraries define metadata character sets 
and special collections for area studies. 

Supporting you through the entire production cycle 

At East View we understand that each project is unique. Our library consultants will work with you to provide the appropriate 
level of solutions. We offer a full range of services for digital conversion and hosting, including: 

• Digitization and OCRing

• Sourcing materials to complete collections

• Custom metadata creation 

• Rights diligence 

• Project management

• Development of Open Access or Hybrid Open Access 
products

• Archival preservation

• Hosting for long-term online access

Read more at eastview.com/digitization-services or contact us at info@eastview.com for information.
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